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1. Look at the pictures and the words, find them in the table. 
 

                                                    

a c g b u g l c o
p a g e b n a h p
u o a w n y w e l
f s c n v d n e i
a q s i p o t s j
n a c x l b h e r
a f a c e p f d a
z u p o m n b v c
t r s a v e e w h
b r e a t h e s e  

                    

                     

 

bug    
lawn    
page    
cheese    
sip    
fan    
face    
ache    
save   
breathe 
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2. Match the words with a similar sound. Draw lines          

sip zip dip vase torn catch

one rung mouse peach piece peel

chief pat swing ten buck mouth

day fan cheek sack foam cash

sun ache cheer pack lawn peas

rake fang cheese tack shoe four

       
 

3. Read and complete the text.   

(hands, eyes, nose, ears, arms, mouth, feet, legs)    

Hello, my name is Paul. I´ve got two brown __________  ,     

a __________  and a red __________  . I´ve also got 

two __________ . I´ve got two __________  and two 

__________  . I can walk, I´ve got two __________  

and two __________  . I am a boy! 
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4. Find the words and complete the gaps under the pictures. 

 

 

                                          

 

_________________ _________________  _________________ 

                                   

 

________________  _________________    _________________ 

                                               

 

_______________     _________________  __________________   

cloudmountainstarvalleyrainfallmoondesertfogspace 

moon 
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5. Underline the right word to each picture. 
 

 

1 

single 

pair 

  

2 

dozen 

single 

3 

dozen 

half 

4 

distance                  

width 

 
5 

width 

distance 

6 

height 

length 

 
                               7 

half 

single 

  

                                8 

distance 

height  

9 

add 

count 

 

                         10 

measure 

count 
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6. Write the words. The pictures and the words will help you.    

 

Plant  (root, flower, leaf, seed) 

 _________________  ___________________      

 _________________  ___________________ 

Bird  (tail, beak, wing, claw) 

 _________________  ___________________      

 _________________  ___________________      

     7. Match the words with a similar sound.  

knee    cash 

breathe    swim 

phone    pays 

bays     me 

catch    breeze 

swing    foam 
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   8.  Match the words and the pictures.  

a)   square  cube  e)  

       b)   rectangle pyramid   f)  

 c)       triangle     sphere    g)  

d)       circle  cone    h)  

 

9.  Write the numbers. 

 two plus two equals four   _____________________ 

  five plus three equals eight   _____________________ 

  fifteen minus ten equals five   _____________________ 

 nineteen plus seven equals twenty-six ____________________ 

2 + 2 = 4 
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1. Match the words and the pictures.  

                                                                

            

          

             

             

            

           

a cat 
some cats 

 
some dresses 

a dress 
 

a tree 
some trees 

 
a watch 

some watches 
 

a balloon 
some balloons 

 
some bags 

a bag 
 

some bunnies 
a bunny 
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2. Look at the pictures and write the words.  
 

The balloon is _________ .  

The clown is __________ . 

 

The clown is __________ . 

The balloon is __________ . 

 

 

3. Choose the right picture to each sentence. 

She is jumping .          

They are sitting.              

He is standing.              

red 
blue 
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4. Match the words and the pictures. 

 

    

             

        

       

           

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

jump up high 

throw the ball 

trip over  

wash the dog 

play with the dog 

drink the lemonade 

sing the song 

eat the sandwich 

tear up the paper 

write the homework 
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5. Choose the right picture. 

Which is yellow?          

Which is broken?          

Which is off?           

Which is big?           

Which is pull?           

Which is dirty?       
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6. Look at the pictures and complete is / are.  

      The fish ________ swimming.  

      The deer ________ drinking. 

      The deer ________ eating. 

    The sheep ________ standing. 

      The sheep ________ jumping. 

  The fish ________ eating.  

 

 

are 
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7. Look at the pictures. Write Yes / No. 
 

she will paint the picture 

________ 

 
             

the boy tripped over the rock  

________ 

 
 

 the boy will eat his dinner  

________ 

 
 

 the girl opened the present   

________ 

 

 the man sewed his shirt   

________ 

no 
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8. Match the sentence and the picture. 
 

           

               

             

               

                 

 

 

the clown is not chasing the girl 

 

the baby is not crying 

 

the boy is not riding 

 

the girl does not have shoes 

 

the boy is not sitting 
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1. Describe the shapes, use the words. 

big   small   yellow   red  green   blue    white   square   circle 

 

 

                                           ________________________________________________________ 

 

 

    

   ________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

   ________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

   ________________________________________________________ 

 

 

   ___________________________________ 
 

 

 

   ________________________________________________________ 

a big red circle 
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2. Complete the tasks bellow the table. 

 

 Draw a small blue circle between the yellow square and the green square.  

 Draw a big red square beside the big blue square. 

 Except for the big white circle, cross out all the big circles.  

 Draw a small blue circle on the big white circle.  
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ROBO-DOG KEY 
 

2. 

 
3. eyes, nose, mouth, ears, hair, arms, hands, legs, foot 

4. moon (example), mountain, star, cloud, desert, fog, space, valley, rainfall 

5. 1. pair (example), 2. single, 3. dozen, 4. width, 5. distance, 6. length, 7. half, 8. height, 

9. count, 10. measure 

6. leaf, root, seed, flower, wing, claw, beak, tail 

7. knee-me (example), breathe-breeze, phone-foam, bays-pays, catch-cash, swing-swim 

8. a) circle, b) rectangle, c) square, d) triangle, e) cube, f) cone, g) pyramid, h) sphere 

9. 5+3=8   15-10=5  19+7=26 

 

ELE-BOT Key 

1.  a cat   some cats     some dresses  a dress  

    some trees   a tree     a watch  some watches  

   some balloons a balloon      some bags  a bag  

     some bunnies  a bunny  

2. red, blue, red, blue 

3.      

4.                                                              
eat the sandwich, sing the song, drink the lemonade, play with the dog, wash the dog 
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 throw the ball, trip over, jump up high, write the homework, tear up the paper 

5.            
6. are (example), is, is, are, is, are 

7. no (example), yes, no, no, yes 

8. the clown is not chasing the girl  (example), the baby is not crying ,  

the boy is not riding , the girl does not have shoes , the boy is not sitting

 
 

 

 

SPACE COMMANDER Key 
1. a big red circle (example), a small green circle, a big blue square, a small white 

square, a big yellow square, a big green circle  
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